Maritime satellite antenna manufacturer Intellian has introduced three new terminals for use with the Inmarsat FleetBroadband network.

The company will produce all three FleetBroadband product variants, FB150, FB250 and FB500.

All terminals will be equipped to offer simultaneous voice and data services, IP connections for e-mail, internet, fax and SMS, LAN interfacing and single-user and multi-user router features, IP handset interfacing, firewall capabilities and vessel fleet tracking.

The first 150 and 250 FleetBroadband terminals will weigh 4.4kg (9 lbs) and measure 44cm (17.3 inches) in height. The FB150 can reach data rates up to 150 kbps, while the FB250 can go to 284 kbps.

The FB500 terminal, with its 432 kbps capability, weighs 15.5kg (34.1 lbs) and is 71.8cm (28.3 inches) in height.

Intellian says that all three new products will complement the company’s Global Xpress hardware systems, and are XpressLink capable.

Available from early March, with a three-year warranty, they will be priced at: FB150 - $7,300; FB250 - $11,000; and FB500 - $17,000.